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been able to consolidate and 
recover from what was a 

traumatic period. We truly proved 
that in the words of 
Mark Twain, ’Rumors of 

my death are greatly exaggerated’. 
The financial crisis led many to 
believe that we could not recover, 
maybe they did not know the 
phrase ‘never say never’. 

I’ve always been a firm advocate 
that the Movement if true to its 
principles could like the Phoenix of 
mythology arise from the flames or 
perhaps a more apposite image 
that if we were firm in faith what 
seemed like death would lead to 
resurrection. 

The past 12 months has proved the 
point, we have been able to 
encourage new developments and 
offered limited financial support to 
a few small projects. The support 
being a result of the small grants 
scheme that the Board introduced 
after the last AGM. 

The support we offer may be 
limited but if it means that a local 
group with links to a branch or 
members can offer a local service 
we can be assured that the Four 
Points of the Compass are being 
worked out in new ways. 
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EDITORIAL 

At the time of my writing it 
seems strange that another AGM 
is only three months away. It 
feels like it’s been a very short 
time since we met in Birmingham 
for the 2015 annual meeting. It 
is correct to say that as children 
time moves slowly but the older 
we are the more time seems to 
speed up. In this editorial I want 
to prefigure the AGM with some 
thoughts about the last 12 
months and offer a challenge to 
members. 

At the AGM we will review our 
year in Toc H and I believe we 
will all be pleased with the report 
on activities around the country.   

In the years since we faced our 
financial problems, Toc H has 
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Another example of the consolidation of our work has been the greater 
use of Weirside following the refurbishment, bringing the building back 
into greater use ensures that access to the Lake District is opened up for 
groups and families. If members know of voluntary groups who can make 
use of the building, please contact the office. The rates are very 
reasonable especially for groups with links to Toc H. 

In December some of us were able to take part in the centenary 
celebrations of Talbot House - an opportunity to share with friends from 
across the world in giving thanks for the work that was started in 1915 
and led to the birth of Toc H in 1919. It was a reminder that we are a 
diverse Movement and it is in our diversity that we find our strength 

The centenary of Talbot House led to the question of the centenary for 
Toc H in the UK, we have agreed that we will celebrate the anniversary at 
the end of 2019 and the start of 2020, to coincide with the first meeting 
called by Tubby Clayton after the end of the First World War. We are 
looking for ideas for the celebration - please send suggestions to Hilary. 

I began this piece with the reality of how time seems to move inexorably 
forward, whilst this is true it is important that we are open to fact that if 
we are to be a Movement of the future, the challenge I mentioned above 
is this, we need to attract new people and new ideas. In particular, we 
need to attract new volunteers to join the Board.  

As we consolidate our gains of the last few years it is important that we 
identify individuals who can join the current Board to assist in the process 
of growth and contribute to the discussion of new ideas. 

All of the Board are volunteers and are without exception busy people, 
we need new partners in the work we do. I ask every reader to consider 
the question, is this something I could do? The reply that I’m too busy 
must be considered in the light of the fact that so are the rest of us. It is 
not an excuse for inaction! 

In the years since 1919 there have been many moments of joy and many 
people have given much and gained much in return from Toc H. The 
future is ours to make and as we come to another AGM lets us give 
thanks for all that we can celebrate and ask what more can we do to 
ensure that the celebrations continue. 

I look forward with hope, that together we can celebrate another positive 
year for Toc H in the UK with the expectation of a creative and exciting 
future as we prepare for a joyful celebration of our centenary in 2019. 
             Terry Drummond 
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Rita Cuthbertson from Crewkerne Branch, Somerset writes:- 

First of all, my husband David and I were thrilled to be going to this 
great occasion. We arrived just after 9.00am to find about fifty people 
in the queue already.  Such a happy crowd and the Boots’ helpers 
came out with chairs for people to sit on. Then it started to rain, 
gently at first, then it got heavier however it did not deter the spirit of 
the people waiting.  We went in and were immediately given a 
"goody" bag from Boots with such things as a poncho and sun cream 
(ever the optimists). Next came a box of PG Tips each, so we 
thought, but in fact they were lovely porcelain cup and saucers 
commemorating the Queen’s Birthday.  Then it was the turn of the 
Police security search, which was extremely thorough but with plenty 
of laughter and good humour on both sides. 

It was still raining of course, so we then decided to get our hampers, 
which were superb. We had a free cup of tea, with the rain filling up 
the cups as well.  We braved going to our table and putting our 
hampers etc under it - wherever we could find a dry spot. 

Having had a walk around and speaking to so many happy people, 
the parade started.  Still raining, the Royal Marines started the parade 
and it went on for about an hour and was still raining.  Then we were 
told it was lunch time and to take our ponchos off. We did this rather 
reluctantly but then the rain suddenly stopped. It was a great lunch, 
especially the Pimms!   

The Royal Family arrived and did a walkabout and we were fortunate 
to shake hands and speak to Prince Edward, his sweet daughter 
Louise, and Sophie, Countess of Wessex, who asked about Toc H 
and David gave her a potted version of our Charity. Her comment was 
“...what a wonderful thing for the Reverend Chubby Clayton to have 
done.” We saw Prince William and Kate, Duchess of Cambridge, 
further away and the one person, everybody wanted to talk to was 
Prince Harry but he had disappeared with Prince Andrew and his 
daughters, Princess Anne and her husband right down to the far end 
of the Mall. 

The Queen and Prince Philip came down the Mall in their open topped 
Landrover and they both looked so happy. The Queen looked radiant 

The Party in The Mall 
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in red.  They waved and the Duke chatted to people. They came to us 
and we all sang "Happy Birthday" which raised a beaming smile and a 
wave. The Duke commented on my rain soaked hat. 

We were looking across the road and I suddenly saw "Dell Boy" and he 
called out and said hello, then Christopher Biggins and then lovely Leslie 
Garratt, whom I had quite a conversation with.  The whole atmosphere 
was indescribable, simply marvellous. 

Prince William made a speech to her Majesty, and she replied, hoping 
that people would not still be singing "Happy Birthday" to her at 
Christmas!   

We watched another parade, without the rain and I suppose it all 
finished around 4.30pm.  What a wonderful, memorable day to 
remember! It is our 60th Wedding Anniversary in September on Battle 
of Britain Day, so we will not forget this year.  It was "wonderful" 
despite the awful weather. 

We also must not forget the ambulance crews, ground staff, M&S and 
Boots but all credit must go to the Police, for protecting us so well, in 
these unsettling times. 

Thank you!! 

  

   
  
 

Her Majesty and 
Prince Philip at 
the Party (it was 
dry!) 

 Part of the parade 
 
 
 
Cover: The Toc H 
table on the Mall in 
the lighter rain ! 
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You may be curious to know who went to the Party on the Mall and 
represented Toc H.  As promised we did indeed hold a ballot for 9 of 
the 10 tickets that we bought the 10th being for Terry as Chairman of 
the Board.  We were also suddenly given a further 2 tickets by the 
organisers and with little time to sort it out sent Andy Hodgkinson and 
his wife. 
 

So the people who went were:- 
 
 
 
 
 

The Ballot Results 

 

Margaret and Ken Armitage 
Rita and David Cuthbertson 

Greta Cheshire 
Terry Drummond 

Richard Heyes 

Andy and Chris Hodgkinson 
Andrew Mills 
Justin Musson 
Connie Pring 

Everyone seemed to manage to enjoy it despite the rain as shown by 
these e-mails:- 
From Richard Heyes  
I hope you and Hilary are well. We all had a great time on Sunday, so 
many thanks for organising it. Best wishes. Richard 
 

and from Justin Musson 
Many thanks Doug; I had a great time and I am very grateful to have 
been able to go through TOC H! ……..Kind Regards, Justin  

 

 

 

 

Toc H folk 
meeting and 
conversing with 
royalty about 
Toc H. 
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 Another Right Royal Occasion! 

 

New trustees Veronica Allen and Matthew Fuller attended a Garden 
Party at Buckingham Palace both taking one of their children 
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Wardening at Talbot House part 4 

Continuing Jack Turner’s  writings:- 

Whilst on the subject of the Royal Air Force we had a visit from the 
senior RAF Chaplain and eight members of his Chaplaincy team, four 
ordained and four lay members.  They had arranged to have a 
Communion Service in the Chapel after a brief talk about the House.  
When I offered to take the Chalice and Pattern up for them they 
thanked me and said they had brought their own and could I let one of 
their number out of the front door to collect these from their hotel.  On 
his return he had a wooden box inside a canvas case.  When he opened 
it in the Upper Room it was a beautifully carved box, which when the lid 
was lifted contained all that was needed for the actual communion 
service.  The carving on the interior of the lid was of the Last Supper.  
In fact this was a Communion Set that had been used at the Front in the 
First World War and apparently it was the first time it had been out of 
the RAF Chaplain's HQ and used since 1918. 

Earlier I said that over the years we had met a number of remaining 
First World War Veterans.  We were at the opening of the Concert Hall 
when Harry Patch together with Jan Louagie's youngest daughter cut 
the tape.  Little did we envisage meeting Harry again but we were 
privileged to do so in 2007. One day Annelies came to us, held her 
finger to her lips and said we were to have a private visitor on Saturday, 
Harry Patch. It was to be a private visit.  I had the honour of opening 
the front door and welcoming him to the Old House and Pat that of 
serving him a cup of tea and his favourite cake and we were both able 
to spend some time chatting to him.  I had been given a copy of an 
article about him published a few days before and he kindly signed it for 
me.  He put his name, rank, service number and Regiment together with 
the date without any prompting whatsoever. 

Later that afternoon we had Ian Simpson arrive at 4.00pm. Ian was 
raising money for the Services charity by walking from London to Tyne 
Cot staying at various places overnight on the way.  He was welcomed 
to Poperinge by the local Mayor and stayed with us overnight.  Ian had 
earlier written to Harry Patch asking if he could dedicate the walk to him 
but for some reason the letter had never arrived.  He just couldn't 
believe that he was actually meeting Harry face to face.  It was quite an 
occasion for Ian  
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Tribute to Linda May 

Finally the saddest of all occasions for us as wardens was when Mike 
Lyddiard died whilst spending a few days at the house.  He had not felt 
too well the previous evening and Pat made him a hot drink before he 
turned in early.  He still hadn't appeared by ten the next morning so 
Myriam went up, knocked on his door and getting no reply looked into 
the room and immediately called Pat up and they realised he had died.  
A dreadful shock and a very sad day for the whole of 
Toc H.  

Despite all the ups and downs we wouldn't have 
missed our annual spell as wardens for all the world. 

Our thanks to Jack for letting us serialise his 
memories .  We are delighted to hear that he has 
returned  to his home as he is feeling much better. 

 

I never had the pleasure of meeting Linda but over 25 years of 
exchanging letters, cards and gifts we got to know each others families. 
This was a three-way friendship with Linda, Rose Coates and me.  

I met Rose at Talbot House while a guest with a Toc H group and 
visited her at her home several times. I used to warden there for many 
years. Linda had lost her mother, moved into a flat and Rose asked me 
to exchange news of events etc of our branches as then we were all 
members of various posts in Toc H. Articles were written for events etc 
for the magazine by both of us. Rose Coates died several years ago but 
Linda and I wrote till her death around Christmas last year. 

I miss these but they got less over a period as she was chair bound, 
spells in hospital (where I used to get notelets to say “Will write when I 
get home”). Her nieces were very good to her; trips out, short holidays 
etc. Her last address was a haven with lots of help, friendship plus she 
had contact with Toc H news. 

I would like to pay tribute to her nieces and families for the pleasure 
they gave to Linda over the years. It has come as a shock to hear from 
Hilary of her death. 

 Marjorie Marsh 
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The Servant Queen and the King she serves 
The Bible Society 

The 90th birthday of the Queen along with the celebration of her 
longevity on the throne is the cause of much rejoicing and not a little 
pomp and ceremony. The celebration is of course not surprising, to 
reach 90 and still be active in serving the nation is perhaps more than 
we would expect of most people. Add to this the overall feeling of 
goodwill for the Queen from the majority of the population, it would be 
impossible not to have a flurry of activities. Not the least the picnic in 
the Mall that is covered in a separate article in this issue of In Touch. 

The publication of this, for want of a better term,‘glossy tribute’ will be 
welcomed by many people. Its central premise is that the Queen has 
brought to her reign not only civic and public commitment, she also is 
a woman of deep faith who in all that she does is motivated by her 
Christian faith. 

The chapters which are devoted to a series of vignettes that relate to 
different elements of her public persona. One chapter with the title 
‘Fezes, Football and Faith makes the link with the presence of royalty 
at the cup final and the celebration of entertainment at the Royal 
Variety Performance. This chapter includes the story of Tommy Cooper 
being introduced and asks her if she would mind answering a personal 
question. 

“No, she says. But I might not be able to give you a full answer? 

Do you like football? Asks Cooper. 

Well not really. The Queen replies. 

In that case, do you mind if I have your cup final tickets?” 

In this brief exchange we see something of the possibility of humour 
even in the most official of occasions, it also reflects the fact that 
whilst the Queen is the Monarch there must be light-hearted occasions 
that can occur at unexpected moments. 

The Queen that comes across in the various quotations that are given 
from her many speeches and broadcasts reflect as the reader might 
expect examples of where her faith impinges both on her personal life 
and in her public duties. In the many Christmas Day broadcasts she 
will draw on scriptural references and remind the listeners of the 
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importance of looking to the meaning of Christmas and the birth of 
Jesus. 

It was once said of Tony Blair as Prime Minister that he did not do 
God, the reverse is shown to be the case in the life of the Queen. It 
is faith that underpins her call to duty and the fact that at the 
Coronation that she was blessed with oil and crowned by the 
Archbishop is a reminder that she is the head of the Church of 
England.  

It is also clear that she is someone who also respects people of 
other faiths and whilst she is a committed Christian she recognizes 
that other people will approach their belief in God from a different 
place to the Christian. 

In the Queen’s 90th year it is right to give thanks for all she’s done 
for the nation and for the service that is rooted in Christian faith. It 
is also important that we ask the question of what comes next, in an 
ever changing world we should give thanks and celebrate with an 
awareness that the time will come for her to stand down. 

The idea of a monarchy to rule a nation may have served us well for 
over 60 years in the case of the present Queen, it is important that 
we do not ignore the reality that we need to plan for an uncertain 
future. 

The book under review does not of course look at this question, for 
the simple reason it is a celebration of Elizabeth our Queen perhaps 
the next publication should be a book that explores the bigger 

questions of the future that 
also brings a theological 
analysis of what monarchy 
means in the 21st century. 

Until such times as this 
becomes a necessity let us 
give thanks for all that Queen 
has given the nation and the 
wider world and celebrate the 
fact that she is imbued with a 
faith that underpins all that 
she does.           
 Terry Drummond  
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Cosby Branch 

Anne Frew writes:- 

Unfortunately we did not get an article in last quarter, a quick catch 
up. We had our usual Christmas appeal round the village for the Old 
Peoples’ Welfare Association, in January we held our annual Burns 
Supper. 

March saw us enjoying a St. George’s Day lunch at the local Leicester 
College, and very nice it was too. 

At the beginning of June we held a coffee morning to help fund our 
village news sheet ‘The Cosby News’. 

We have just held our annual BBQ on 16th June, and over 40 
members and friends had a wet, but enjoyable evening (I think!!) 

June 23/24th sees two of our members celebrating their 80th 
birthdays. Jim on 23rd and Andy 24th, and as it is meeting night, 
needless to say there will be ‘goodies’ on hand. 

We have our Cream Tea in 
August and an outing planned 
for Aug/Sept. 

We are experiencing problems 
at the moment as we have had 
four members in hospital, one of 
whom is Doug Fairgreive, a 
mainstay of the branch. It 
leaves us in a rather vulnerable 

position as the group members are 
beginning to feel their ages!    We 
have been putting feelers out around 
the village and a letter in the Cosby 
News, in the hope some younger 
people will come forward.  Maybe by 
the next issue I’ll have some good 
news to report. 
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You may remember the cover picture of the Spring 2016 edition of  the 
Toc H Rooms in Looe, but in case you don’t here it is again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We recently heard from the volunteer working party who undertook to 
oversee the clearing of the hall and get quotes for the work that is 
needed.  His e-mail read:- 

Following up from my phone message this afternoon(5th July).  I've 
attached a couple of photo's to show our progress. 

As you can see, we are getting there(albeit slowly).   

We've managed to dispose of the books, and I'm working on the 
bookcases.  Most of them have woodworm, but I have a friend that 
can burn them for us. People don't want furniture(however cheap) 
with woodworm. 

We thank them for all their hard 
work - clearing the way for a 
better future. 

Update from Looe 
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Members of the H of E Branch were excited to hear and become 
involved in a new group starting in Hall Green, a very diverse and 
stretched out ward in Birmingham with many ethnic communities.  Even 
before the referendum we were concerned that there was little 
opportunity for the communities to mix and appreciate each other.  
Heart of England Toc H has offered £300 start up money for the group 
and exciting plans are being made.   

However whilst at a meeting there was talk of another event which had 
been hosted once before by the nearby Anglican Church and was a 
Community Iftaar (which is the breaking of a fast).  They were planning 
a repeat but this time inviting the Syrian refugees that had been sent to 
Birmingham.  The previous year they had expected about 50 people and 
nearly 200 turned up so this year they thought there would be about 
250 but they were very short of funds.  Whilst the branch itself did not 
have the money it could and did make application to the Board and this 
is the result:- 

Maz Iqbal writes: 

Firstly thank you so 
very much for you 
and your charity to 
support our event, 
without your help and 
support we would not 
have achieved this 
great success for this 
worthy event. 

Please see my report 
of the event: 

Different Faith 
Leaders explaining 
the importance of  
fasting within their 
religions… 

Heart of England Branch involved in a 

Community Iftaar 
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On Saturday June 11th, some 300 people gathered to share an Iftaar 
meal – the meal eaten after a day’s fasting during Ramadan. The guests 
included 50 of the Syrian Refugees living in Birmingham under the 
Vulnerable Person’s Relocation Scheme, members of local churches, 
residents from local mosques and volunteers from the three partners 
Highfield Hall, St Peter’s Church and the Amirah Foundation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The event was also supported by local councillors and brief speeches 
were given including three short presentations by some of the New 
Neighbours group – Brummie Syrians. The Bishop of Birmingham was 
present and gave a short talk on the importance of fasting in the 
Christian tradition. There was an opportunity to observe Muslim prayer 
and the Christian service of Compline was prayed after the meal.  

Guests were given a three course meal - including cakes cooked by local 
residents - and there was time for people to meet each other and build 
new friendships. The lively and informal atmosphere was in part created 
by the torrential rain which threatened to drench our guests inside the 
tent as well as those busy outside! 

Feedback from the event has been very positive and people really 
enjoyed the chance to meet people they might not otherwise meet. 
There is much enthusiasm to keep up the good relationships that are 
being built between Christians and Muslims in Hall Green. 
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 With Proud Thanksgiving 

We are saddened by the death of Joan Encill who for many years     
co-edited In Touch with Margaret Davies.  A lovely lady who only a 
week before she died had attended a Heart of England Branch event 
and was her usual gentile self with a ready smile.  For many years the 
backbone of Kings Norton and Northfield branch, it is intended to pay 
her the tribute she deserves in the next edition. 

The inaugaral meeting of Wessex 

Toc H took place on a snowy 

night  April 27th. Thirty people 

were present and after an 

introduction about the new 

branch Andy spoke very 

movingly about the branch in 

Barnsley. Our guest speaker 

Tony Hadland gave us an 

entertaining talk on famous 

explorer and spy William Gill 

and then, in true Toc H style, we had mountains of sandwiches. Every 

one filled in a questionnaire about what they would like to see the 

branch do and contact details were taken. The meeting was attended by 

5 trustees and their support was much appreciated.  On 12th June the 

branch had an information stall at the Queen’s birthday celebrations 

and the next event is a question time evening with a local panel on 16th 

September        

Linda Parker 

We will remember them ! 

Age shall not weary them 

Jeffrey Douglas Pratt               Joan Encill  Ted Booty 

Working on a branch in Wessex. 
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World Chain of Light 2016 

 The costs of accommodation and food will be met centrally but you will 
need to make your own way there although lifts from the station at 
Windermere can be arranged.  You will need to bring with you a sleeping 
bag, or sheet and quilt and a pillow case for those times when you can get 
your head down.  Weirside itself has always escaped being flooded due to 
the excellence of the miners who built it so that it might be surrounded by 
water but remains dry inside.  It is warm and dry and in the fabulous 
Langdale valley—but  it can only cope with so many folk so get in touch to 
join the vigil group.              

Please give this some thought.  Some folk might book into a hotel nearby 
as they feel they can no longer cope with bunks and shared facilities.  As 
long as there are enough of us we can split up the night time vigil so all 
can get rest.  Weirside itself will be warm and welcoming and will be 
available from the Friday evening through to the Tuesday (or longer) for 
those who wish to use the opportunity of a bit of time in Lakeland.  Food 
etc will be provided from a meal on the Sunday until Tuesday morning—
but once we know the participants there will be a lot of flexibility around 
arrangements but the 
prime purpose of the 
vigil will of course be 
central. 
 

Please get in touch 
with the Central office  
to express an interest.   
 

(There are beautiful 
winter days as can be 
seen in this photo.) 

Would you consider being part of the group at 
Weirside on December 11th to 12th? 
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Barnsley Branch goes to visit…….... 
 

Barnsley branch finally got to visit our friends in Barton on Humber for 
a day on the reserve that Barton regularly volunteer at. 

 

 

 

 

Where it all 
happens! 

 

 

 

 

 

We couldn’t have booked the weather any better and a great time was 
had by all. Leaving Barnsley we called for our good friend Bill Baines 
at his home in Leeds and enjoyed our journey singing along to old 
songs on an old nostalgic wartime CD by Goeff Love and his banjo.   

 

 

 

 

Bill leads the 
way!! 
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A nice steady walk 
surrounded by 
nature and lovely 
scenery along the 
banks of the 
Humber was 
grand. Toc H 
Barton have helped 
conserve the area 
for a long time 
now and it really is 
a credit to them. 
I’m sure many 
hours of hard work have been worthwhile and some of the adults 
have been going there since they were kids. They now take their 
own kids. It’s a typical Toc H atmosphere when you are around the 
group. We will be going back soon I hope. 

It was nice to meet up with Paul and the team who had been on 
gardening duty all morning at a friend’s house. We had a lovely pot 
of tea and biscuits and it was nice to sit outside in the sunshine and 
chat. On leaving we travelled over the Humber Bridge to Hessel 

where we had a lovely 
meal overlooking the 
bridge before 
travelling home. It was 
a great day out and I 
know that Bill enjoyed 
it as much as we did.  

Barnsley party 
(including Billie in the 
foreground who is our 
youngest member) 
minus author and 
photographer,       

Andy Hodgkinson. 

………..Barton on Humber Branch 
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The author writes to Toc H:- 

To old friends and neighbours, 

My latest book is a novel, of Love and Sanity, which moves back and 
forward between the warring jungles of Burma in 1943 and modern 
times. Although written as a fiction, much of it is based on the life of 
the late Jim Lewis, who some may remember as a youth and 
community organiser in this area. He was a larger than life character 
who spoke with a cut glass English accent and dressed in deer-stalker 
hat, bow tie, tweed, twill and brogues. But he was also a man of 
unmatched integrity and boundless humanity. 

Jim was one of the legendary Chindits who fought against the Imperial 
Japanese Army.  Despite being tortured by the enemy, and suffering a 
total breakdown when he returned to the UK, he turned it around by 
dedicating the rest of his life to disadvantaged young people. The 
needier the young person, the more of his time he devoted. 

He also had a great love for animals, so in recognition of that, a 
donation will be made from royalties to the RSPCA. 

Of Love and Sanity is the story of a triumph of the human spirit over 
unimaginable suffering. It can be ordered online as a paperback from 
Amazon Books (UK, Europe and USA). Unfortunately, there is another 
book on the Amazon list entitled Love and Sanity, so when keying in, 
best to type the author's name.  

If you get the book, be sure to read the prologue which has a crucial 
bearing on the story. 

Best wishes, Ian (Nimmo White)     April, 2016 

 
Book Review 

of Love  

and  

Sanity 
 

Ian Nimmo White 
Published by 

Petrel Publications 
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The story is a fictionalised account of the life of Jim Lewis, who as a 
legendary Chindit fought against the Imperial Japanese Army in Burma. 
In later life, he became a renowned Youth and Community organiser. 
Told through a series of flashbacks alternating between jungle warfare 
in Burma in 1943 and modern Britain, the story focuses on the lives of 
two intriguing characters and their interactions with significant others, 
both young and old alike. 
 

While it may, at times, feel like you are reading two different books 
simultaneously it is worth persevering with, as the more you read, the 
more you want to know about what happens next. For example, in one 
chapter you are in the midst of the horrors of the jungle in Burma and 
in another you are transported into a modern suburban community 
centre. 
 

Toc H is favourably mentioned near 
the beginning and towards the end 
of the book. High praise is given of 
the support and contribution made 
by the Movement. 
 

Of Love and Sanity examines the 
highs and lows of the human spirit 
during times of unbelievable pain 
and suffering but ultimately it shows 
how ‘The human spirit is stronger 
than anything that can happen to 
it’ (CC Scott). 
 

Overall, Of Love and Sanity is a very 

enlightening and enjoyable read. It 

is available both in Kindle (£2.81*) 

and paperback (£8.99*) formats. 

Jim Lewis was a member of   

Toc H in Fife (I believe)  

Marcia Wynter has read the book  
and written this review:- 
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Barnsley Branch were busy on July the 1st commemorating those that 
fell on the first day of the battle of the Somme. Six of us were up with 
the birds and left the club at 6:45am in the minibus and travelled to 
Silverwood Scout camp. This used to be known as Newhall camp where 
the 2 battalions of Pals Rgt’s that our town raised for Kitchener’s new 
army did their basic training. For many it would be the last place they 
saw of Barnsley. 

Cut into the beautiful forest is an open air chapel where Andy and his 
mates from the Barnsley Pals scooter club have held a service every July 
1st since 2006. A beautiful and poignant service was held and the last 
post ceremony was enacted with standard bearers from the POW Rgt, 
the RBL and the Parchute Rgt. The war poems “Flanders fields” and “We 
shall keep the faith” were recited for the 10th year running by Frankie 
and Mike Daley. They where little kids the first time they did it. They are 
teenagers now and have grown up remembering. 

To close the service Andy got the chance to say a few words about Toc 
H and how in that service we remember on a daily basis. And although it 
is important to remember the past we musn’t forget the future. In 
working to heal divisions in our communities we can try and ensure 
there is no repeat of the past. 

Somme 100 
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Evening Service at Wombwell 
 

New Toc H members Mike and Joy 
Bretton should be really proud of their 
achievements. Both have worked 
tirelessly over the years as leading 
figures in the voluntary group Friends 
of Wombwell Cemetery. This year 
their rewards are fruitful and their 
hard work has paid off.  They have 
successfully raised money through 
funding to have the old Chapel of 
Rest which was in ruins fully restored 
and made into a lovely space for 

community use, worship and reflection. They also had a replica of 
the Pals monument in Serre in France against the outside wall. 
 

It was a moving service - ex servicemen, cadets and the clergy took 
part with hymns and prayers followed by the last post ceremony.  
 

It was a great event and it’s good to have Mike and Joy on board. 

 

 

 

 

The In Touch magazine is moving to being produced three times a 
year, and is free to members.   Last date for submission of articles is the 

end of  February, June  and October 
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News from India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEEP IN DISCUSSION. 

Dr Kriesten Cumming, Professor of Alberta 

University, Canada, interacts with Professor 

Joseph, President, Toc H Educational 

Institutions, Cochin. 
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STOP PRESS : H of E Garden Party  

Here it is the 16th July and there is just enough space to squeeze in 
some photos of a lovely day before this goes to the printer.  There 
were 30 of us including friends and members of Barnsley. Barton on 
Humber, Cosby & Heart of England branches. Thanks to Andy H. for 
these photo’s ‘hot from the camera’! 
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Here is a list of the Events we have planned. Everyone welcome!  :- 
 

London Walk – Saturday 3rd  September - Come and help with 
refreshments, or get sponsorship for your charity /  Friends of Khasdobir. 
 

Bubbles Day – Saturday 17th September - Come and visit Barbara in 
her Southend Seat. 
 

Toc H AGM – Saturday 15th October – in Birmingham.- Venue as last 
year. Lunch at 1pm. Lift from Redbridge Station. At 10am. 
 

Toc H Carol Service – Saturday 3rd December , 2pm – All Hallows.   
 

World Chain of Light – Monday 12th December – 12 noon  
 

Lunchtime – at Chris Stoneham’s house.  Fish & Chip lunch.   Lifts from 
Hainault Station.  
Please contact:  Chrisstoneham1@gmail.com  chris.stoneham1@ntlworld.com 

London District Programme 

Welcome to Marcia 

Since the last AGM things have 
changed, for one thing the 
finances have improved and it 
would be fair to state that Toc H is 
now in a position where moderate 
expansion is possible and 
maintainable in the foreseeable 
future.  Another change is a 
personal one in that my health has 
deteriorated considerably and I 
need to pass on a lot of the 
administration of Toc H that I have 
been doing for the last eight years.  
In the long term we need to take 
on office premises but we needed 
someone who could start to take 
up the reins before that, and along 

came Marcia!! Marcia has started work with us on a part-time basis 
and is a huge asset!!     Hilary Geater Childs 

mailto:Chrisstoneham1@gmail.com
mailto:chris.stoneham1@ntlworld.com
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I still appreciate that November 13th does seem a long time away but 
this year things have changed and the British Legion have introduced a 
much tighter system than in previous years. As they wrote:-  

‘The security requirement has been imposed 
by Metropolitan Police as they will need to 
conduct individual security checks on all 
participants. Therefore basic personal 
information will need to be provided in 
advance for each applicant via Annex A but 
please note that you have until September to 
provide us with the details of each individual 
participant. 

Ticket holders will then need to bring both 
photographic ID and a document showing 
proof of address with them for access to 
Horse Guards Parade via the manned Police 
entry points on the day.’ 

We did have some response to the article in the last edition of In 
Touch and on that basis applied for 20 tickets and we expect to be 
allocated at least 12 but hopefully the full amount.  We will know how 
many by July 29th, so by the time you receive this we will be clear. 

In previous years we have been able to swap people in 
almost up to the day, but that is no longer the case.  I 
therefore have to ask people to make a commitment by 
September 7th and to supply me with their details title, 
full name, date and place of birth and address. 
 

PLEASE CONTACT ME— IT WOULD BE A 
SHAME NOT TO FILL THE ALLOCATED 

PLACES!!!!! 

13th November at the Cenotaph 

 

URGENT !!! 
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Toc H is committed to building a 
fairer society by working with 
communities to promote 
friendship and service, confront 
prejudice and practice 
reconciliation. 

In Touch magazine is copyright © 2015.  Reproduction of any part is not permitted without prior permission 
Published by Toc H,  P O Box 15824, Birmingham, B13 3JU 

MISSION  STATEMENT 

 

NATIONAL PRAYER CYCLE 
(This can be used weekly or monthly) 

Friendship:             To love widely 

Service:  To build bravely 

Fairmindedness:    To think fairly  

Witness:  To witness humbly 

The aims of Toc H are defined by the 
four points of the compass, first defined 
in 1920:  

Friendship – To love widely  
Give thanks for all Members in Britain and Overseas; 
Think of the Branches, their fellowship and activities. 
Pray for new members in Toc H  
 
Service – To build bravely   
Give thanks that the development of Toc H continues 
Think of the 100th anniversary of The Battle of the Somme and  
those suffering through fighting today, including refugees. 
Pray for the people helped by the work of KYAG at Khasdobir  
 
Fair-mindedness – To think fairly 
Give thanks for the new biography of Tubby and other new     
literature publicizing Toc H 
Think how we should always “conquer hate” 
Pray that the Toc H Lamp will continue to inspire us 
 
Witness – To witness humbly 
Give thanks for the Board of Trustees and others running Toc H. 
Think of The Queen on her 90th birthday and the presence of             
Toc H at the event in The Mall 
Pray for members who are housebound, ill or isolated. 


